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                                                                                                                              Drysuits for Kayaking & Paddling
   (57 Products)
Check out our vast selection of drysuits for kayaking! Stay warm and dry with a rafting or kayak dry suit. You can filter by price range, size, gender, brand, or color to find your perfect paddling suit.
                                    
            
                                                    
            
                                                    
            


	                                    
            
                            Frequently Asked Questions
What is the difference between dry and semi-dry suits?


Both dry and semi-dry suits use waterproof material and closures at the neck, wrists, and ankles to seal out water. The difference is in the closures. Dry suits use latex gaskets at the neck and wrists and either latex gaskets or integrated socks at the ankles. Latex has incredible stretch and is highly effective at sealing out water. Semi-dry suits typically use a latex alternative such as neoprene at the neck and/or wrists. These can be more comfortable against your skin and still do an excellent job of minimizing water entry for more casual paddling activities.



Does a dry suit keep me warm?


Dry suits are not insulated. They play their part in keeping you warm by keeping you dry. You'll wear insulating layers underneath to regulate your body's warmth. This allows you to adjust your layers to match the weather conditions. Union suits/dry suit liners are the most popular choice for insulation, while others prefer to mix and match tops and bottoms for customized comfort.



Do I want a front or back entry zipper?


Front entry zippers are the original option for dry suits. The zipper typically runs diagonally from shoulder to waist across the front of the suit. Front entry dry suits are much easier to take on, off, and zip up. It’s also easier to visually check and ensure you are completely zipped up. This simple, proven system is the most popular option for paddlers. Rear entry zippers typically run across the top of the suit’s shoulder. Rear entry zippers minimize fabric bunching under your PFD, increasing mobility and comfort for many paddlers. However, they can be more challenging to take on and off yourself and are harder to check to ensure the zipper is completely closed visually.



Why are the latex gaskets on my dry suit so tight?


Latex gaskets are designed to fit very snugly against your skin to prevent water from entering the suit. They will stretch and form your body with use. You can speed up the process by gently stretching the gasket over an item slightly larger than your neck or wrists for 12-24 hours. Also, keep your gaskets lubricated with 303 Protectant to improve flexibility and comfort and extend their life.



                        
            
      Stay Warm & Dry With A Dry Suit for Kayaking, Paddling, and Rafting
You love paddling, the water, the great outdoors - but do you love being soaking wet and freezing? Chances are, you’d prefer to stay warm and dry while doing what you love - so you can’t leave today without grabbing a kayak drysuit for the next time you’re paddling in aggressive water or cold temperatures!
These differ a bit from kayak wetsuits (which are essential in their regard) in that kayak drysuits are more loose-fitting, comfortable, and easy to get in and out of. Plus, these keep your kayak clothing dry, like layering shirts and layering pants, without providing too much insulation that has you sweating before you even start paddling!
Here at Outdoorplay, you’ll find the best dry suit collection online - curated by us and featuring the top brands in the industry.
Why Buy Your Drysuit for Kayaking At Outdoorplay?
We have a myriad of different breathable, waterproof drysuits, including Gore-Tex kayak drysuits, to choose from. These are comfortable to wear all day long - not just in water. The materials used in these rafting dry suits allow your skin to breathe - and sweat to wick out of the material. These also work great for Stand-Up Paddling!
We even offer some kayak dry suits that feature built-in dry socks - saving you an additional purchase on kayak socks! A good pair of water shoes will protect these socks and should be considered. Other models have a unique waist that will accommodate the tunnel of a whitewater spray skirt.
With our kayaking dry suit, you’ll be prepared for anything the day throws at you - and you’ll be able to fully enjoy your boating day on the water without worrying about freezing temperatures or soaking wet clothes.
Plus, you’ll enjoy a price match guarantee across all the different dry suits we offer here. If someone else provides the kayaking drysuit you want for less, show us – and we’ll match it. We even offer free shipping on orders over $49! And with a 100% money-back guarantee, you can shop confidently, knowing your purchase is backed up with a hassle-free return policy.
Grab The Rest Of The Gear To Go With Your Rafting or Kayak Dry Suit!
So, what are you waiting for? Grab your kayaking dry suit today and the rest of your kayak gear here at Outdoorplay! As you may already know, we have all the accessories you need to fully enjoy paddling, like:
	Kayaking Gloves
	Paddling Pants
	Paddling Shorts
	Kayaking Life Jackets
	Splash Jackets
	Kayak Racks
	And much more on sale from top brands like AIRE, Werner Paddles, Stohlquist, and Astral!

Shop now so you can enjoy your next journey on the water the way it was meant to be enjoyed - in comfort and style!
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                                                                        Shop With Confidence
100% Satisfaction Guarantee & Easy Returns
We want you to be happy with your Outdoorplay experience. If you are not satisfied with the product or service you receive, please contact us immediately and we will work with you to remedy the situation so you can get back to enjoying the outdoors.
When your order arrives, inspect all items carefully to confirm they meet your expectations. If for any reason an item does not, you may return it for your money back! For more information on our return policy, please click here.
FREE and Fast Shipping
We offer FREE standard shipping on orders over $49 to anywhere in the contiguous United States.*
*Exclusions apply to oversized products, certain brands like Hobie and Point 65 N, International, and Alaska/Hawaii/US Territories.
Expedited shipping options are also available during checkout.
Most orders ship the same day if ordered by 1pm PST.
To view our full shipping policy, including shipping delivery times, click here.
Price Match Guarantee
We know that making an investment in new gear involves a number of decisions, including evaluating the best price. The prices you see listed on our website are among the most competitive you will find anywhere!
If you find a lower price on an identical product from one of our competitors, you're covered under our Price Match Guarantee. We'll match their price, which means you can enjoy shopping and not worry that you'd be getting a better deal elsewhere!
Our goal is to make this policy simple and hassle-free. You will find that we respond to your requests quickly and in most cases can approve the price match the same day.
To request a price match please call us at 1-800-994-4327.
To view our entire Price Match policy, click here.
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OUTDOORPLAY REWARDS


Start earning points today!

CLICK TO JOIN          This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.            See our privacy policy          
           OK                        SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

OUTDOORPLAY STANDS BEHIND EVERY TRANSACTION
*Exclusions apply. Click for details.
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    Wait - Name Your Own Price!
    
      
        
      
    
  

  
    

  






  


  

  
    
      
        
      
    
    Name Your Own Price!
    Don’t like the price you see? Make your own offer.
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